Joy Seating
A family of Task Chairs and Work Stools to
outfit any space with style and comfort.

FIND JOY AT WORK.
Find joy at work no matter how hectic the schedule looks.
Joy Task Chairs and Work Stools are both stylish and highly
adjustable. Choose from breathable mesh or contoured
upholstered backs, a range of five arms or armless models,
standard black fabric or vinyl, graded-in fabrics, or select
any contract textile to suit the dećor. Contrasting fabrics,
an optional stitching detail, and a choice of polished or
black bases complete the look.
Find the perfect fit with a back height adjustment,
adjustable lumbar support, adjustable foot rings, optional
height and width adjustable arms, seat slider, and synchrotilt controls. Rated up to 400lbs, Joy Task Chairs and
Stools are the natural go-to for a diverse range of users
and environments.
Joy is responsible too. It considers the environment by
using renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to
achieve indoor air quality and BIFMA level® certifications,
and complies with the mechanical standards that focus
on safety and durability to meet BIFMA Compliant®
certification.

Joy Brings Happiness.
With the choice of an adjustable mesh back, standard
with a 4-position lumbar adjustment, or adjustable,
upholstered back, a range of fixed and adjustable
arm options, recline with tension control, pneumatic
height adjustment, a choice of control mechanisms and
casters, seat slider, and support up to 400lbs, Joy allows
every user to personalize the features.
Optimize comfort or, as some may say, happiness with
Joy's customizable ergonomics.

Welcomed Versatility.
Joy's comprehensive range of options provides style, comfort,
ergonomics, and support up to 400lbs, making it ideal for everyone in
every application.
Add Joy to conference and training rooms, collaboration areas, team
settings, private offices, and more. Its versatility allows for the perfect fit
in any space.

Heighten Your Comfort.
Raise your ability to work in style and comfort. Joy Work
Stools provide the same support and ergonomics as its
complementary task seating, allowing you to effectively
work and collaborate at taller worksurfaces, like counter
and bar heights.
The Joy Family works in conjunction to outfit every
application within a facility. Create a cohesive look and
provide high performance in all types of work zones.

Options to Dial In Your Joy.

Examples:

Whether you need task seating or work stools, or both, Joy's comprehensive options
allow you to accommodate a diverse range of users. Communicate style with the optional
upholstery detail and boost productivity with adjustable arms and the optional seat slider.
• Task Chairs or Work Stools, all supporting users up to 400lbs
• Black or white breathable, mesh backs featuring a 4-position lumbar adjustment
• Contoured upholstered backs with optional stitch detailing
• Pre-selected black fabric or vinyl on the seats, and the same or contrasting graded-in fabrics or
a full spectrum of COM options on the back and seat
• Six types of arm options, ranging from armless to T arms to Cantilever
• Fixed or adjustable back height
• Pneumatic height adjustment
• Recline with tension control and tilt lock
• Multiple control options to fit performance needs
• Black or polished aluminum 5-Star base

Back Options:

• Three types of casters, including dual-wheel, non-marring soft, or hard surface casters
• Adjustable chrome foot ring on Work Stools
• Optional seat slider on mesh Task Chairs, standard on upholstered back Task Chairs

Black Mesh

Upholstered

White Mesh

Optional Seat Slider:

Base Options:

Polished Aluminum

Upholstered with Stitch Detail

Black Nylon

Arm Options:

Armless

Rated for users up to 400lbs, Joy Task Chairs and Stools are
the natural go-to for a diverse range of people and environments.

Height Adjustable T
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Height & Width
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Height Adjustable T
with Fixed Arm Pad

Height & Width
Adjustable T with
Fixed Arm Pad

Cantilever

Effortless Integration.
Joy Task Chairs and Stools easily work in conjunction with
other products, like Square One Space Division and Canvas
Casegoods, to create stylish and high-performing spaces.
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